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CBSE CLASS XI, XII: HUMANITIES / ARTS
The Senior Secondary program (Junior College) prepare students to enter into a career education
of his/ her choice at the end of the junior college years based on his interest and to best of his
abilities.
CBSE – Humanities / Arts Stream
As part of the Senior Secondary Curriculum, CBSE defines Humanities as follows:
“Humanities covers the learning of history and culture, geographical environment,
global institutions, constitutional values and norms, politics, economy, interpersonal
and societal interactions, civic responsibilities and the incorporation of the abovementioned learning. Learners appreciate and value everyone’s right to feel respected
and safe, and in this regard, also understand their Fundamental Rights and Duties and
behave responsibly. Learners learn to be tolerant and empathetic towards others
through the study of this subject.”
Scheme of Studies
In XI and XII CBSE Board scheme of studies, students need to select FIVE SUBJECTS in class XI,
which need to be continued in class XII. Students are allowed to take one more additional subject
by paying extra fees of Rs. 9,000/The subject offered at St. Thomas School and Jr. College are as follows:


English (Compulsory Subjects)
Economics / Psychology / History / Geography / Marathi / Hindi (any 4)
AND
Computer Science / Entrepreneurship (Additional Subject)

*Apart from these core academic subjects students will also have General studies, Health and
Physical Education (including SEWA) which are graded subjects.
A Career Options in Humanities/Arts Stream
There is no such thing as limited career options, and even if there are, they definitely does not
apply to a student who takes up Humanities/Arts. All you need to know is where you are right
now, where you want to go in the future, and what is it that you love doing. If you have clarity in
these terms, you will always know what is best for you.
But not all have all the answers right from the start, and that’s okay. Given below is a list of
courses in Humanities/Arts stream for your reference.
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Bachelor of Arts- Economics, History, Psychology, Geography, English, Hindi, Marathi, etc.
Management
Law
Hotel Management/ Tourism
Media Studies
Creative Careers- Media Studies, Advertising, Film Making, Animation, etc.
Design
Digital Marketing
Teaching
Careers after competitive exams like MPSC, UPSC, Banking, Railway, Staff Selection
Commission, etc.



Humanities majors are taught to be ethical decision-makers and creative problem-solvers.



Studying the humanities helps people to improve their communication skills. It is called the
humanities because it deals with the way humans interact with one another.

What many people don’t realize is that humanities education can be very
valuable in a professional sense because it fosters creative and analytical
thinking.

